
Wednesday 10th June 2020
L.O: To use subordinating conjunctions. 
Today you will using subordinating conjunctions to write 
sentences about Tuffy the killer cat. You will be required to 
extend your sentences using suffixes too. 

Remember, a subordinating conjunction introduces a 
subordinate clause (a clause that does not make sense on its 
own). 
For example: 
We couldn’t go to the theme park because it was cold.
When I grow up I want to be a doctor. 
If I don’t listen I wont understand the work.
I’ll send you a map that way you won’t get lost. 



Watch this video to help you understand more 
about suffixes.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zkt7xyc

A suffix is a letter or group of letters that 
attach to the end of a word and changes the 
word's meaning. 
An example of a suffix is -ly, which, when added 
to the end of a word, is used to describe a verb. 
For example: quickly, happily etc.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zkt7xyc


Subordinating conjunctions are when,  that,  if , 
because.

Think about which subordinating conjunction you could 
include here.

Tuffy got annoyed with Ellie _______ she kept on crying.

Now that I have thought of a conjunction I am going to 
extend the sentence using a suffix. 

Tuffy got annoyed with Ellie because she kept on crying 
loudly.



You should have listened to chapter two of the story 
‘The Killer Cat.’ Follow the links in this week’s Literacy 
timetable.

Today you will be writing some write sentences that 
must include subordinating conjunctions. 

Try to extend your sentences using suffixes. 



Complete the following sentences using subordinating 
conjunctions and suffixes. For example: If Tuffy placed 
nicely with the other pets then no one would be cross. 

1. On Monday, poor Ellie was upset when….
2. Angry dad will nail up the cat flap if….
3. Thumper was a fluffy white rabbit….
4. Dad had to sneak quietly next door…

Challenge: Write you own sentences using subordinating 
conjunctions. Try to include some suffixes in your writing too. 
For example: When Tuffy dragged the rabbit into the house, 
he deserved a punishment.



Thursday 11th June 2020
L.O: To write a letter of complaint. 
Today you will be writing a letter of complaint from an angry neighbour to 
Ellie about Tuffy. 

Paragraph 1:
Why are you writing?
How do you feel?

Paragraph 2:
What has happened?
What made you the most cross?

Paragraph 3:
How do you wish to resolve (fix) the problem?
What do you want Ellie to do?
Include a question.



Here is an example of 
what a letter of 
complaint looks like, and 
how it should be set out 
in your books.



Here is an example of a letter I am writing as Ellie’s 
dad 

Dear Ellie,

I am writing this letter because your destructive, evil cat is ruining our lives and our home! I am 
sick and tired or him and want him out quickly. 

Firstly, I was shocked that the mischievous monster Tuffy killed an innocent little bird. When 
he did that I knew he was careless and evil but was hopeful he wouldn’t do anything else. Then, 
he kept on ruining our wonderful, precious garden that we spent a lot of money and time on. 
That’s not acceptable! I don’t care if he’s a cat no one should be ruining my garden! What made 
me the most angry was that he dragged a tiny, lifeless mouse into my precious home! I cannot 
have Tuffy continue to do this!

In my opinion there is only one way to solve this problem. Sadly we have no other option but to 
get rid of Tuffy because he is causing chaos. If we give him to the animal shelter , then we can 
try to rebuild our lives that he has destroyed. Do you think this is an appropriate punishment or 
not?

Yours sincerely,

Dad. 



Fred Young

343 Wimbledon Lane, 

Wembley,

HA8 7QH

Thursday 4th June 2020

Ellie Young 

343 Wimbledon Lane, 

Wembley,

HA8 7QH

Dear Ellie,

I am writing this letter because your destructive, evil cat is ruining our lives and our home! I am sick and 
tired or him and want him out quickly. 

Firstly, I was shocked that the mischievous monster Tuffy killed an innocent little bird. When he did that I 
knew he was careless and evil but was hopeful he wouldn’t do anything else. Then, he kept on ruining our 
wonderful garden. That’s not acceptable! I don’t care if he’s a cat no one should be ruining my garden! What 
made me the angriest was that he dragged a tiny mouse into my home! I cannot have Tuffy continue to do 
this!

In my opinion there is only one way to solve this problem. Sadly we have no other option but to get rid of 
Tuffy because he is causing chaos. If we give him to the animal shelter, then we can try to rebuild our lives 
that he has destroyed. Do you think this is an appropriate punishment or not?

Yours sincerely,

Dad. 

Suffixes
Adjectives
Subordinating 
conjunctions 
Different sentence 
types  
Letter language

Ellie’s address and 
name 

Ellie’s dads address 
and name 

Date 



In order to support you with your 
letter use the work bank provided. 

Suffixes Conjunction Adjectives 

• Spiteful      
• Painful
• Slowly 
• Quickly 
• Punishment 
• Disappointment 
• Careless
• Fearless 

• that 
• If
• When
• because
• Or

• cruel
• viscous 
• bitter
• dangerous 
• destructive 
• beautiful 
• aggressive 



Today you will be editing and improving your work. 
You will need to check your punctuation, spelling and grammar.

Have you ensured you have a capital letter at the beginning of your 
sentence?

Have you included subordinating conjunctions?

Have you included a full stop, question mark or exclamation mark to end 
your sentence?

Did you use the word bank to make your writing more exciting? Have you 
used letter language? 

Did you include suffixes?

Friday 12th June 2020
L.O: To edit and improve my work.



Here is the word bank again 
to support you in making your 
writing more exciting.

Suffixes Conjunction Adjectives 

• Spiteful      
• Painful
• Slowly 
• Quickly 
• Punishment 
• Disappointment 
• Careless
• Fearless 

• that 
• If
• When
• because
• Or

• cruel
• viscous 
• bitter
• dangerous 
• destructive 
• beautiful 
• aggressive 



Let’s look at how we can improve our writing. This was 
my letter I wrote yesterday. Although it is very good, 
I think I can make it even better by adding some 
more adjectives and suffixes. I could also add a 
different sentence type to make it even better. 

Firstly, I was shocked that the mischievous monster Tuffy killed an 
innocent little bird. When he did that I knew he was careless and evil 
but was hopeful he wouldn’t do anything else. Then, he kept on ruining 
our wonderful, garden. That’s not acceptable! I don’t care if he’s a cat 
no one should be ruining my garden! What made me the angriest was 
that he dragged a tiny mouse into my home! I cannot have Tuffy 
continue to do this.

Adding an adjective 

Adding a suffix

Adding an adjective 



Now I can edit my writing to make it even better! I have 
made sure to double check my spellings and grammar, but 
I have also improved my writing by including those 
features I had forgotten!

Firstly, I was shocked that the mischievous monster Tuffy 
killed an innocent, beautiful little bird. When he did that I 
knew he was careless and evil but was hopeful he wouldn’t do 
anything else. Then, he kept on ruining our wonderful, 
majestic garden that we spent a lot of money and time on. 
That’s not acceptable! I don’t care if he’s a cat no one should 
be ruining my garden! What made me the angriest was that he 
dragged a tiny, lifeless mouse into my precious home! I cannot 
have Tuffy continue to do this. Can you understand my anger?



Use the checklist to assess your own writing and once you are 
happy with it email your edited writing to us at: 
learning@wembleyprimary.brent.sch.uk
Don’t forget to include your name and class in your email.

mailto:learning@wembleyprimary.brent.sch.uk

